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Company
The company began in 1973 in Lumezzane, in the province of Brescia, 
from the unity and creativity of the brothers Mario, Angelo and Giu-
seppe Sciola.
Already experts in the metalworking sector, they launched their own 
production of stainless steel cutlery that today continues with the 
new generations and is recognized internationally.

Since then, Sciola has been synonymous with guaranteed quality of 
products originating from careful choice of the raw materials, with 
a technologically advanced production cycle, careful finishing and 
attention to detail that makes this cutlery unique thanks to the unmi-
stakable Made in Italy quality.

Always attentive to quality, we choose the best raw materials, from the steel that constitutes the fundamental 
element of our cutlery to its creation with modern, refined designs.

Unmistakable 
Made in Italy 

quality
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Packaging

CASES
Ideal packaging for wholesalers, shops and 
supermarkets. Its practical space-saving 
packaging allows displaying the product 
avoiding breakage and tampering.

Boxes are made with resistant materials and 
are available in different colors.
Boxes may be personalized on the custo-
mer’s request and can contain 2, 3 or 6 
pieces, according to the need.

BAGS
Made of practical, resistant materials, these are 
ideal for display. The special perforations at the 

top of the envelope allow keeping the cutlery 
clean and, at the same time, quite visible. This is 

the perfect solution for displaying the items in 
supermarkets and shops.

Available with our brand, neutral, or personalized 
on request (based on quantities). Every bag may 

contain 2, 3 or 6 pieces. 
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BLISTER PACKS
Designed and made to meet the needs of 
wholesalers, our products may be placed in 
this special packaging perfect for display in 
supermarkets and shops.

The blisters are made in resistant cardbo-
ard in bright colors. A special film protects 
the cutlery, keeping it clean.
Every blister can be personalized at the 
customer’s request and may contain 6 or 
12 pieces.

STANDARD BOX
For the standard packaging of loose cutlery, we 

use boxes for 12 pieces, available in various 
colors or in neutral white, without script.



Cutlery for home, restaurants, bars
and wholesalers
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Nerone Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

table fork 

cake fork 

coffee spoon 

table spoon 

tea spoon 

Cutlery with rounded forms and 
refined decorations on the handle, 
perfect for daily use on your table.

Cutlery stainless steel.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm
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Alex Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

cake fork 

table fork

fruit fork 

serving fork

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

serving spoon

serving cake

ladle

Style and Linerity blend giving form 
to this cutlery steel, enhanced by a 
little decoration on the handle.

A simple style that blends with 
every accessory for the table.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm
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Firenze Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

The sober and refined French style 
of this line evokes beauty and  ro-
manticism. Perfect for enhancing 
your table every day or for special 
occasions or holidays.

Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm 1.8mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

steak knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ladle

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving spoon

serving cake
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Gourmet Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Simple lines, refined and with 
a touch of modernity for these 
cutlery that match various furni-
shing accessories for the table. The 
essential blending with refinement.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 3mm 2.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

steak knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ice-cream spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving spoon

serving cake

ladle
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Hotel Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Simple and modern lines for this 
cutlery of contemporary taste, ma-
nageable and versatile for everyday 
use on the tables of homes, restau-
rants and pizzerias.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm 1.8mm 1.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon 

fruit spoon

ladle

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving spoon

serving cake
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Inglesino Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Cutlery inspired by the Oxford line 
in classic English style to meet the 
need of those who love this style, 
but in a smaller size.
Available also with cast finishing.

Stainless steel cutlery.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.8mm 1.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

cake fork 

table fork

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon 
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Laura Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Rounded lines that recall the classic 
English style, enhanced by elegant 
and refined decorations in Baroque 
style along the handle.
The ideal cutlery for setting a table 
with class.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.8mm 2.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

serving spoon

ladle

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving cake
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Milano Line

Prodotto disponibile Loose, in 
blister e casette.

Forms and simple lines, modern 
and always refined for preparing a 
youthful, spirited table.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm 1.8mm 1.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

steak knife

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon 

fruit spoon

long drink spoon

ice-cream spoon

ladle
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Monaco Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

For years this model is our unmi-
stakable sign of recognition on the 
market.
The unique, original style that from 
the founding of our business has 
enhanced the tables of homes, re-
staurants and pizzerias every day.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.8mm 2.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

steak knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ice-cream spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving spoon

serving cake

ladle
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New York Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Versatile, fashionable line and of 
contemporary design for a young 
and dynamic table. A perfect match 
for modern china with squared 
shapes.
The ideal cutlery for those who love 
the simplicity along with the design.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

serving spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ice-cream spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving cake

sauce ladle

ladle
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Oxford Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

The classic English style, elegant 
and sophisticated that enhances 
your table on any occasion.
A large range of items compose 
this line that blends perfectly with 
any table accessory, for setting the 
table with taste and elegance.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 3mm 2.5mm 1.8mm

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

steak knife

serving spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ice-cream spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving cake

sauce ladle

ladle

serving rice spoon
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Pompea Line
The Pompea line with its squared 
shape is suited to a table either 
modern or classic for a perfect 
everyday use. Simple and timeless 
style.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

cake fork

table fork 

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

serving fork

serving spoon

ladle

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.
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Roma Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

An elegant and always contempo-
rary line created inspired by English 
style.
The Roma cutlery blends perfectly 
both with the classic room or for 
a more modern and younger look, 
for setting a refined and precious 
table. Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 3mm 2.5mm 1.8mm 

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

steak knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

ice-cream spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving spoon

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving cake

ladle
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Mini Roma Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Rounded lines that evoke the clas-
sic style but in smaller forms.

Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.5mm 1.8mm 

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 
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Sicilia Line

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Linear forms for this modern and 
contemporary cutlery, enhanced by 
a wavy decoration on the handle, 
add a special touch to your table in 
any occasion.

Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.5mm 1.8mm 

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 
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Venezia Line
Refined style for this cutlery with 
rounded forms and enhanced by 
decorations, ideal for setting a 
table to great effect.
For the most demanding, the 
version with golden decorations is 
perfect. Stainless steel cutlery.

Profile: Gold
Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.5mm 1.8mm 2.5mm

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

fruit knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon 

tea spoon 

fruit spoon

serving spoon

ladle

CUTLERY

cake fork 

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving cake knife

serving fish knife

serving cake
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Cristal Line
Clean, squared lines with floral de-
coration at the end of the handle, 
perfect for those who love cutlery 
rich in detail.
Some are enhanced with gold to 
great effect.
Stainless steel cutlery.

Profile: Gold
Thickness: 1.5mm 1.8mm 2.5mm

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife 

serving cake knife

cake fork 

table fork

fruit fork 

serving fork

CUTLERY

tea spoon

ice-cream spoon

table spoon

serving spoon

serving cake

ladle
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Malaga Line
Economical cutlery with simple 
lines suited to multiple uses, desi-
gned for those with a large clientele 
such as cafeterias, bars, communi-
ties and pizzerias.

Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy / Cast
Thickness: 1.5mm

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.
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Rimini Line
Posate economiche dalla Line sem-
plice adatta a molteplici usi, stu-
diata per chi ha forti consumi quali 
mense, bar, comunità e pizzerie.
Posate realizzate in acciaio inox.

Profile: Gold
Thickness: 1.5mm

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

cake fork

table fork 

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

serving fork

serving spoon

ladle
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Super Inglesino Line
These versatile cutlery with roun-
ded forms and English style, belong 
to the economic line, designed for 
those with a large clientele such as 
bars, cafeterias, organizations and 
communities. 
Stainless steel cutlery.

Finishing: Glossy / Cast
Thickness: 1.5mm

Availability: loose, blister packs, 
cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 
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Line Baronisse
The in retro style Baronisse cutlery, 
recall a past in which style and 
elegance blend with practicality to 
bring to the table every day.

Profile: Gold
Thickness: 1.8mm

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.
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Roberta Line
Simple and dynamic cutlery, desi-
gned to embellish the table with a 
touch of style and elegance.
Perfect to combine with multiple 
accessories for the table.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm

Availability: blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork
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Leonida Line
Versatile style for this cutlery that 
will go perfectly with a sophistica-
ted taste is classic or modern, line-
ar and essential shapes, a fusion 
of style and simplicity to enrich the 
table at every opportunity.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 
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Super Thema Line
Latest creation, the cutlery Super 
Thema is the perfect solution for 
those with a large clientele, such as 
cafeterias, bars, pizzerias, organiza-
tions and communities.
Excellent value for money.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.2mm

Availability: loose, blister packs, 
cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

table fork 
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Thema Line
Simle line cutlery with a decora-
tion along the handle, design for a 
traditional flavor table. Perfect for 
everyday use.

Gold profile is also available.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.5mm

Availability: loose, blister packs, 
cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

cake fork

table fork 

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

serving fork

serving spoon

ladle
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Vienna Line
Sober and refined style for this 
contemporary line, ideal for setting 
a table for special occasions.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 4mm

Availability: loose, packaging, 
blister packs, cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

table knife

fruit knife

steak knife

fish knife

coffee spoon

table spoon

tea spoon

fruit spoon

serving spoon

CUTLERY

cake fork

table fork

fish fork

fruit fork

serving fork

serving knife

serving cake

ladle
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Carla Line
Traditional lines, simplicity and 
practicality to bring to your table 
every day.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 1.5mm

Availability: loose, blister packs, 
cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

long drink spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork
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London Line
Cutlery in traditional english style. 
Perfectly match with classic plates 
and complements.

Finishing: Glossy
Thickness: 2.5mm

Availability: loose, blister packs, 
cases.

Loose

CUTLERY

tea spoon

coffee spoon

table spoon

CUTLERY

table knife

cake fork

table fork 
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Special Bar Series
Our demitasse spoons and dessert 
forks are essential for bars, pastry 
shops, restaurants and cafeterias.
Items perfect for use also as pro-
motional gifts.
The series includes demitasse 
spoons for tea, coffee, cappuccino, 
cocktails and gelato; forks for des-
serts, fruit and antipasto.
You may personalize your cutlery 
with an incision on the handle 
showing your name, logo or motto.

Availability: blister packs, cases.
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Tongs and Pincers
Multi-use tongs for sweets, bread, 
ice, spaghetti, sugar, salad. Ideal for 
home, restaurants, bar and pastry 
shops.

Finishing: Glossy

Availability: blister packs, cases.




